LOGICAL OUTCOME RARS.ONLINE (PARTIAL) FLOWCHART
N

Celery task finishes.

N

Celery waits

Is it time to carry out
the scheduled Scraping of
recommendations

N

A Celery worker begins carrying out
the update_recommendations task
defined in the Django container

Y

Django requests all Research Profile
Records from the database

Are there
any Research Profiles
that haven't been
processed?

Y
Django gets the Amazon credentials
First available unprocessed Research Profile

Headless-chrome navigates to the
Amazon homepage and attempts to
log in using the credentials provided

Docker- compose initialises Rabbitmq:
a message-broking system used by Celery
to schedule and manage tasks.

START
The docker-compose program is initialised

Docker- compose initialises Celery: a system that enables
tasksto be queued andscheduled so that their execution
doesn't interfere with a Visitor's interaction with a website.

All Research Profile
Records retrieved
From database

Was
Amazon login
Successful?

Django passes the number of recommendations
that need to be scraped to a function called
snusnu.recommendations.get_recommendation_json

Django passes the Amazon user
Credentials to a function called
snusnu.authentication.sign_in

Headless-Chrome: a container that runs the selenium
browser-automation tool with headless (lacking a GUI)
instances of the Chrome browser.

Docker-compose initialises its Docker containers:
(Docker containers are compartments in which specific
services such as databases and web servers are run.
Docker-compose is a tool for defining a group of such
containers and specifying how they interact.)

Recommendations are saved to
database for current Research Profile

Docker- compose initialises Postgres:
a relational database.

Y

Have
enough recommendations
been scraped?

N

Headless-chrome navigates
to the next page of the
user's recommendations

Docker- compose initialises Django: a Python-based web
application framework that uses a postgreSQL database.
Docker- compose initialises Nginx:
a web server that deals with requests
from visitors to the Django website.
Django asks headless-chrome for lists
of all of the recommendation names, prices
and Image URLs on the page.
Nginx receives request directed
at the /research/search page of the site

Django gets a an instance of Chrome From
Headless-chrome and asks it to get All the
product categories from the amazon homepage

Nginx receives request directed
at the / page of the site (the dashboard)

Redirect the visitor to
The /about page

Try to find and click the
'next page' element

Headless-chrome finds the
requested elements on the
page and returns them to Django

N

Headless-chrome navigates to the Amazon
homepage and gets all the Product category
names from the drop-down list

N
Does the browser
making the request have a user
account authenticated?

Django uses the amazon product
Categories in constructing the from displayed
At /research/search

Django asks Celery to carry out the task
process_searches ASAP. It sends the contents
Of the POST request to Celery as JSON.

Django processes the names, prices and
Image URLs, adding them to lists

Visitor to site fills in Form at
the page /research/search
specifying actions to
be carried Out on a
specific Research
Profile

Can an element
matching the current
result number be found on the
Web page?

Try to find an element on
the page for the next product
Request Research Profiles
For the currently authenticated
User and the puvlic user

Nginx receives POST request directed
at the /research/search/go page of the site

Y
research Profile records are
retrieved from the database
for the public user and the
Currently authenticated user

Try to find and click the
element on the web page
matching the stored ID for
the 'add to wishlist' button

N

Click on the element for
the current result number
or navigate using its hyperlink

KEY
Starter or terminator
of flow

Y
Dashboard is loaded including
Research Profile information

A Celery worker begins carrying out
the process_searches task
defined in the Django container

Have the
required number of
products been
Viewed?

A Search Set record is added to the
Database along with one or more
Associated Search Term records

N

Does
the current
Product Command require
that any items are added
to the default
wishlist?

Decision

Y

Y

Does the current
Product Command require
that any products
are viewed?

Amazon login credentials are
retrieved from the database

Process

Data access or
modification

N

Manual
operation
Headless-chrome navigates to the
Amazon homepage and attempts to
log in using the credentials provided

Was
Amazon login
Successful?

Y

Have all
Product Command objects
been dealt with?

N

Navigate to Amazon
home page

Is the
search category index 0?
(the default and index for
'All Departments')

N

Find the search category
drop-down list on the web page
and set its index to the value of
search_category

Find the search submit
Button on the web page
and click it
Line indicating direction of flow

N

Y
Celery task finishes.

Y

Find the search field on
the web page and input
the search text

Line indicating interaction between containers

